Many problems in combinatorial and discrete optimization (e.g., feature selection, sparse recovery, and active learning) can be formulated as the task of maximizing a monotone and (weakly) submodular function subject to a cardinality constraint. For such problems, a simple greedy algorithm is guaranteed to find a solution with a value no worse than 1−1/e of the optimal. Although the computational complexity of Greedy is linear in the size of the data (m) and cardinality constraint (k), even this linear complexity becomes prohibitive for largescale datasets. Recently, Mirzasoleyman et al.
Introduction
We study the problem of maximizing non-decreasing weak submodular functions under a cardinality constraint in large-scale settings. The Greedy algorithm selects the solution set by sequentially identifying elements with the largest marginal contribution; the algorithm achieves a 1 − 1/e worst-case approximation [3] , the tightest guarantee for any algorithm that can evaluate the objective function on only polynomially many inputs. Although Greedy achieves the optimal approximation factor, the computational cost of doing so is expensive for large-scale problems. This motivates the search for approximation schemes capable of accelerating the optimization without significant sacrifice of accuracy.
Recently, Mirzasoleyman et al. [1] introduced a randomized algorithm for maximizing monotone (weak) submodular functions under cardinality constraints, Stochastic-Greedy, which incurs a complexity of only O(m log 1 ǫ ) for a problem with cardinality constraint k and the ground set of size m. In expectation, Stochastic-Greedy achieves constant factor approximation of 1 − 1/e − ǫ, nearly matching the worst-case performance guarantee of Greedy while providing a computational gain of O( k log 1 ǫ ). Motivated by the observation that in practical settings Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy often significantly outperform the worst-case guarantees, in this paper we investigate the ability of these algorithms to exactly identify the optimal solution to a (weak) submodular maximization problem.
Our first contribution, formalized in Theorem 1, is the surprising result that as the size of the ground set and cardinality constraint increase, Stochastic-Greedy with overwhelming probability fails to successfully identify the optimal subset. This in turn implies that there is an unbounded gap between the exact identification capacity of Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy, a phenomenon absent from the results on worst-case performance guarantees.
With a view to overcoming the above limitation of Stochastic-Greedy and close the gap between exact identification abilities of Greedy and randomized algorithms, we propose a new algorithm that we refer to as Stochastic-Greedy++. We show that Stochastic-Greedy++ attains the same worst-case approximation factor as Stochastic-Greedy while asymptotically achieving probability of success 1 in large-scale problem settings. In applications to a class of problems with monotone weak submodular objectives, Stochastic-Greedy++ attains the information-theoretic performance limit with onlyÕ(m) function evaluations.
Technical Overview
Our main technique relies on characterizing the performance of Stochastic-Greedy by showing in Lemma 1 that the probability of finding the exact solution can be factored as a product of two terms; the first term reflects the likelihood that the search space of Stochastic-Greedy in each iteration encompasses at least one new element from the optimal subset, while the second term specifies the chance of selecting one such element given a nonempty intersection of the search space and the optimal subset. We demonstrate in Theorem 1 and its corollary that as the size of the ground set and the cardinality constraint increase, Stochastic-Greedy with overwhelming probability fails to successfully identify the optimal subset; this is due to the fact that the first term in the aforementioned expression for the probability of finding the optimal subset approaches zero. To arrive at this result, we establish an upper bound on the probability of finding the exact solution and derive a necessary condition for the exact subset identification; finally, we show that Stochastic-Greedy cannot achieve this condition in large-scale settings even if allowed O(mk α ) function evaluations, α ∈ (0, 1).
Building upon Theorem 1, we argue that the asymptotically unreachable necessary condition is met with high probability if the size of the search space grows as Stochastic-Greedy adds more elements to the solution subset. This leads to our second contribution -the Stochastic-Greedy++ algorithm. In particular, in Theorem 2 we demonstrate that the necessary condition for the exact identification via Stochastic-Greedy++ occurs with high probability for largescale problems as long as Stochastic-Greedy++ performs O(m log 2 k) function evaluations.
Finally, we consider the task of sparse support selection, an important class of monotone weak submodular optimization problems. In Theorem 3 and its corollary we demonstrate that Stochastic-Greedy++ can be used to design the first algorithm that is able to achieve the information-theoretic optimal sample complexity of O(k log m k ) with onlyÕ(m) function evaluations. To show this result, we derive a sufficient condition and therefore a lower bound on the second term in the expression for the probability of finding the optimal solution and show that under the optimal sample complexity, the success probability approaches 1.
Related Work
Weak submodular maximization. Submodularity is a property of set functions with desired theoretical and practical implications for many problems in combinatorial optimization. For instance, submodular maximization generalizes many well-known problems such as facility location, coverage problems, and maximum weighted matching in discrete optimization [4] as well as active learning, influence maximization, and information gathering in machine learning [5] [6] [7] . In such problems, the goal is to maximize a monotonically increasing submodular function subject to a linear matroid, or a cardinality constraint.
The objective function in some applications, e.g., sparse support selection and observation selection [2, [8] [9] [10] is not necessarily a submodular function; rather one deals with weakly submodular objectives that resemble diminishing return property of submodular functions.
Since recent advances in information systems have furnished the availability of unprecedented amounts of data, in many contemporary weak submodular maximization problems, one needs to handle increasingly larger quantities of data. The classical Greedy algorithm for monotone weak submodular maximization with cardinality constraint that enjoys an optimal 1 − 1/e constant factor approximation [3] requires O(mk) function evaluations for cardinality constraint k and ground set of size m. Therefore, in data intensive applications where function evaluation is expensive, running Greedy is infeasible. To this end, there have been recent efforts to exploit strong theoretical guarantees of Greedy while improving on its complexity via resorting to either distributed and parallel computing schemes, or methods to reduce the cost-per-iteration of Greedy. Among the former approaches, there is a growing line of work to design algorithms with sublinear adaptivity [11] [12] [13] [14] . The concept of adaptivity is heavily studied in computer science and optimization; informally, adaptivity determines efficiency of parallel computation of an algorithm. The focus of this paper is however on the latter, i.e., centralized schemes, and distributed weak submodular maximization schemes are complementary to our study. Evidently, the proposed algorithm in Section 4 can be employed in distributed methods that utilize Greedy, to provide further efficiency.
The Lazy-Greedy algorithm [15] exploits the notion of submodularity to decrease the number of function evaluations of each iteration of Greedy without sacrificing its performance. However, similar to Greedy, Lazy-Greedy incurs O(mk) function evaluations. Additionally, it cannot be employed in weak submodular maximization problems. More recently, Badanidiyuru and Vondrak [16] , proposed a randomized scheme that achieves a worst case approximation factor of 1−1/e−ǫ while using O( m ǫ log m ǫ ). Motivated by this work, Mirzasoleyman et al. [1] proposed Stochastic-Greedy, the first algorithm that achieves a worst case approximation factor of 1 − 1/e − ǫ while using only O(m log 1 ǫ ) function evaluations. Thus, with a properly chosen 0 < ǫ < 1, Stochastic-Greedy can achieve, on expectation, nearly the same approximation factor as Greedy with sublinear complexity. Sparse support selection. A class of weak submodular maximization problems subject to cardinality constraint in which exact identification of the optimal subset is of critical importance is the task of sparse reconstruction or sparse support selection. In sparse support selection, the goal is to identify the support of a high dimensional vector (e.g., an image or a signal), i.e., the collection of nonzero components of the data, from a relatively small number of measurements. This problem shares similarities with the group testing method in computer science and statistics [17] : by randomly combining the entries of a sparse vector, it is possible to identify the nonzero entries of the vector from a small set of measurements. Finding the optimal solution for sparse support selection is an NP-hard problem in general; this in turn gives rise to the challenges of designing efficient approximation algorithms and studying the conditions under which exact identification of the optimal subset is possible. In a series of prominent papers, Candes et al. [18] [19] [20] show in order to find the support of a k-sparse m-dimensional vector with overwhelming probability, the information theoretic lowerbound on sample complexity, i.e., the minimum number of measurements is O(k log m k ). Additionally, they develop an approximation algorithm based on linear programming that achieves the optimal sample complexity. The linear programming algorithm however incurs a computational complexity which is often prohibitive in settings where one deals with high-dimensional data.
Since sparse support selection is essentially a weak submodular maximization problem with cardinality constraint, Greedy satisfies a general constant factor approximation guarantee as shown by [3, 9] . However, one can exploit the underlying structural properties of measurement model in sparse support selection to establish conditions under which Greedy exactly identifies the optimal subset. To this end, necessary and sufficient conditions for exact identification using Greedy have been established by employing various analysis techniques including results based on restricted isometry property [21] [22] [23] and mutual incoherence property [24] [25] [26] [27] . In particular, when measurements are randomly generated, Tropp and Gilbert [2] show that Greedy enjoys the same order of sample complexity as that of linear programming approach.
As we discussed, because of the linear complexity of Greedy in size of the ground set and the cardinality constraint, Greedy becomes prohibitive in high dimensional and largescale problems. To this end, numerous modifications of Greedy tailored specifically for the problem of sparse support selection have been proposed in the literature. In particular, [28] [29] [30] propose approximation algorithms that attempt to include multiple candidate elements, instead of only one, in each iteration of Greedy. This results in finding a subset potentially much larger than the optimal subset. Therefore, in order to ensure the selected subset satisfies the feasibility condition expressed as the cardinality constraint, they resort to pruning techniques by exploiting certain properties of the measurement model. The methods in [28] [29] [30] can be shown to achieve the optimal sample complexity. However, the worst complexity of these schemes, even without taking into account the cost of the pruning step, is still equivalent to the complexity of Greedy. Additionally, the generalization of these schemes to problems beyond sparse support selection remains a challenge as they explicitly rely on properties of sparse support selection. Among general, scalable approaches for sparse support selection, Khanna et al. [31] adapt the randomized greedy approach of [1] with sublinear complexity and provide an expected worst case approximation guarantee. However, study of conditions for exact identification remains an open question that we address as part of our contribution.
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation used in the paper and review related concepts in weak submodular maximization. In Section 3, we present our first contribution which establishes the failure of Stochastic-Greedy to exactly identify the optimal subset. Using the insight from Section 3, in Section 4 we present the proposed Stochastic-Greedy++ algorithm. In Section 5, we consider an application of the proposed scheme in the problem of sparse support selection. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first introduce the notation used in the paper. Then, we provide an overview of related concepts from submodular optimization as well as the Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy algorithms.
Notation
Italic letters represent scalars and numerical constants, e.g., α and C. We use calligraphic letters to denote sets, e.g., S. Bold capital letters denote matrices, e.g., A, while bold lowercase letters represent column vectors, e.g., a. Matrix or vector transpose is represented by the superscript ⊤, e.g., A ⊤ . We denote the j th column of A by a j , and use A S to denote the submatrix of A that consists of the columns of A indexed by the set S. Identity matrices of size n are represented by I n . Vectors of all zeros and ones are denoted by 0 and 1, respectively. We further denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n} by [n]. For a non-scalar object such as matrix A, A ∼ N 0, 1 n implies that the entries of A are drawn independently from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance 1 n . Finally, a 2 and a 0 denote the Euclidean norm and the number of nonzero entries of a, respectively.
Weak Submodular Maximization
is the marginal value of adding element j to set S. Given a monotone non-decreasing set function f : 2 X → R with f (∅) = 0, we are interested in solving the combinatorial optimization problem
which we denote by P(m, k), where |X | = m. By a reduction to the well-known set cover problem, the combinatorial optimization (3) can be shown to be NP-hard [4, 32] . It has been shown in [3] that if f (·) is monotone and submodular, a simple greedy algorithm that iteratively selects an element with the highest marginal gain (see Algorithm 1) satisfies the optimal 1 − 1/e worst case approximation ratio. In many problems, the objective function is not submodular but under certain conditions it behaves similarly. Such functions are called weakly submodular and the extent of their proximity to submodularity is captured by the submodularity ratio [9, 10] . The submodularity ratio of a normalized and monotone non-decreasing function f with respect to a set T and a parameter k ≥ 1 is defined as
i.e., it captures how much more f can increase by adding any subset S of size k to L compared to the combined benefits of adding its individual elements to L. Note that a set function f is submodular if and only if γ T ,k ≥ 1. Formally, a set function f is weak submodular if 0 < γ T ,k < 1. It is worth pointing out other weak submodularity notions such as those in [33, 34] that depending on the application may simplify the derivation of the approximation bounds (see e.g., [31, [35] [36] [37] ).
Algorithm 1 Greedy
1: Input: weak submodular function f , ground set X , number of elements to be selected k.
Using the submodularity ratio, one can extend the theoretical results of [3] for Greedy to the case of weak submodular functions [9] , giving
where S g is the subset selected when solving (2) approximately via Greedy, γ Sg,k denotes the submodularity ratio defined in (3), and S ⋆ with |S ⋆ | = k denotes an optimal subset. The approximation result (4) implies that if the objective function is monotone and weak submodular, the greedy selection scheme which in each iteration selects an element with the highest marginal gain finds a solution that is close to the optimal.
Running Greedy can be computationally expensive for large datasets. This is because if |X | = m, in each of k iterations of Greedy one needs to find the marginal gain of O(m) elements. Although computational costs can be reduced using the so-called lazy evaluations [38] , the worst case number of function evaluations of Greedy is O(mk). The prohibitive complexity of Greedy for large-scale datasets has motivated the design of more efficient schemes for weak submodular maximization. A prominent example is Stochastic-Greedy sg and thus controls the number of function evaluations in each iteration. 1 With ǫ = e −k Stochastic-Greedy is equivalent to Greedy while for ǫ = e − k m in each iteration one only evaluates the marginal gain of one element. It turns out that the complexity of Stochastic-Greedy is O(m log 1 ǫ ) and that it selects a subset S sg such that
given that f in (2) is submodular [1] . This approximation ratio is derived under the simplifying assumption that the sequence of random subsets {R
is constructed via sampling with replacement. Khanna et al. [31] analyze Stochastic-Greedy for weak submodular functions and show that it achieves an expected 1 − e −γ Sg ,k − ǫ worst case approximation ratio. In [39] , this approximation ratio is improved to
i=0 are constructed via sampling without replacement. Finally, since the main goal of this paper is to study conditions for the exact identification of S ⋆ , we formally define this as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let Alg be an approximation algorithm for the weak submodular optimization problem (2) with a unique solution S ⋆ . Let S alg be the output of Alg. Then, Alg success-1: Input: weak submodular function f , ground set X , number of elements to be selected k, search space parameter ǫ.
sg by sampling r = m k log 1 ǫ elements uniformly at random from X . 6 :
fully identifies S ⋆ if S alg = S ⋆ . Furthermore, the probability of success of Alg is defined as Pr (S alg = S ⋆ ).
Exact Identification via Stochastic-Greedy
In this section, we present the first contribution of the paper. Specifically, we analyze the ability of the Stochastic-Greedy algorithm to identify the optimal solution of (2).
In order to successfully identify S ⋆ , in each iteration of Stochastic-Greedy at least one new (not previously selected) element of S ⋆ should be present in the randomly selected subset
sg denotes the subset of elements selected by Stochastic-Greedy before execution of the i th iteration, i = 0, . . . , k −1, the set R
This, however, is not sufficient -to find the optimal solution, Stochastic-Greedy must in each iteration select elements from R 
where
and
Then the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy can be expressed as
where B
sg can equivalently be written as
This can be written by further conditioning as
where p (i) sg and q (i) sg are given by (7) and (8), respectively.
Lemma 1 demonstrates that the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy is product of two terms:
sg that determines the chance of selecting one of the elements in the nonempty intersection of search space R
sg is of particular interest as it can be thought of as being a general upperbound on success probability. In the remainder of this section, we argue that k−1 i=0 p (i) sg approaches zero for relatively large problems, establishing failure of Stochastic-Greedy to exactly identify the optimal solution S ⋆ .
Before proceeding further, we state a useful lemma from [40] (proof in Appendix A).
Lemma 2. For every |a| ≤ 1 and b ≥ 1 it holds that (1 + a) b ≥ e ab (1 − a 2 b).
Theorem 1 below provides an upper bound on the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy.
Theorem 1. Suppose the optimal solution of (2) is unique. Let r = m k log 1 ǫ ≤ m and assume R (i) sg in each iteration of Stochastic-Greedy is constructed via sampling with replacement. Then
where ℓ = min(k, ⌊ m 2 /r⌋).
Proof. Since we assume Stochastic-Greedy uses sampling with replacement to construct R (i) sg , we can compute p (i) sg according to
Note that since p
Let ℓ = min(k, ⌊ m 2 /r⌋) and define i min := k − ℓ. Then, using p
where the last equality holds since r = m k log 1 ǫ . Applying the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means yields
where (b) follows from the Hölder's inequality. Finally, noting ℓ = argmax i min ≤i≤k−1 (k − i) 2 , we obtain the bound stated in (12) by taking the minimum of (14) and (16).
Theorem 1 establishes an upper bound on the probability that Stochastic-Greedy identifies S ⋆ . To illustrate the implications of this theorem, in Corollary 1.1 we examine the effect of ǫ on the probability that Stochastic-Greedy finds the optimal solution. Specifically, we first argue that as long as ǫ is chosen such that Stochastic-Greedy makes O(mk α ) function evaluations for any 0 < α < 1, k−1 i=0 p (i) sg and in turn the probability of success approaches zero as the problem dimension grows. In particular, if it provides a strict reduction in the order of function evaluations compared to Greedy, Stochastic-Greedy will fail to identify the optimal solution to P(m, k) in (2) as m, k → ∞ with overwhelming probability regardless of the relation between m and k. Moreover, if ǫ is chosen such that Stochastic-Greedy incurs O(mk) evaluations, i.e., the same as that of Greedy, the probability that Stochastic-Greedy finds the optimal solution is eventually bounded by C where 0 < C < 1 − 1 e . Corollary 1.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 1 and r = m k log 1 ǫ , consider a sequence of optimization problems P(m, k) as (2) where m, k → ∞. Then, the following hold:
(i) If there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that ǫ ≥ exp(−k α ), the probability that Stochastic-Greedy with parameter ǫ succeeds on P(m, k) goes to zero.
(ii) If there exists α 1 ∈ (0, 1) such that ǫ ≥ exp(−α 1 k), the probability that Stochastic-Greedy with parameter ǫ succeeds on P(m, k) is eventually bounded by C where C ≤ 1 − exp(−α 1 ).
Proof. First, consider the setting where ǫ ≥ exp(−k α ), 0 < α < 1. Since by Theorem 1 we have
to establish the result (i) it suffices to show that
Using Lemma 2 yields
where for the last inequality we recall the assumption ǫ ≥ exp (−k α ). The result is then established by noting lim sup m,k→∞ k α−1 m = 0, lim sup k→∞ exp −k α−1 = 1, and using the squeeze theorem.
Next, consider the setting in (ii), i.e., ǫ ≥ exp(−α 1 k), 0 < α 1 < 1. Following a similar approach, one obtains
Since the bound in (20) 
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 reveal the underlying cause for the failure of Stochastic-Greedy to find the optimal solution: since the size of the search domain is fixed throughout the iterations, if Stochastic-Greedy successfully identifies elements from S ⋆ in earlier iterations, the chance of sampling new elements from S ⋆ significantly decreases in subsequent iterations. Therefore, success in earlier iterations increases the chance of failure to select new elements from S ⋆ in subsequent iterations. This phenomenon is not encountered in the Greedy algorithm since in each iteration Greedy considers all the elements in the ground set including those in S ⋆ . Therefore, although in initial iterations Stochastic-Greedy may search smaller domains, if the goal is to identify exactly all the elements in S ⋆ , one should progressively increase the size of the search domain to improve the probability of success. We use this insight in Section 4 to develop a new algorithm that overcomes the problem faced by Stochastic-Greedy. sg . The probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy in the latter case is higher than in the sampling with replacement setting. Nevertheless, as long as there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that ǫ ≥ exp(−k α ), the probability that Stochastic-Greedy identifies the optimal solution S ⋆ approaches zero for a sufficiently large k.
Stochastic-Greedy++
As discussed in Section 3, Stochastic-Greedy fails to identify S ⋆ for large-scale problems as r i = |R sg++ . 2 Following Stochastic-Greedy, we let ǫ, such that e −k ≤ ǫ ≤ e − k m , be a parameter which allows one to strike a desired balance between performance and complexity; the sampling may once again be with or without replacement. Note that since r i ≤ m for all i = 0, . . . , k − 1, for any iteration i such that i ≥ k − log 1 ǫ , we set r i to its maximum value, m. Stochastic-Greedy++ can thus be interpreted as a hybrid scheme that provides a soft transition from Stochastic-Greedy to Greedy.
Complexity Analysis
Recall that Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy require O(mk) and O(m log 1 ǫ ) function evaluations, respectively. In the following, we analyze the required number of function evaluations of the proposed Stochastic-Greedy++ algorithm. The complexity of Stochastic-Greedy++ is determined as the sum of the number of function evaluations throughout the iterations of the algorithm. Therefore, given our choice for r i we have that
where H k denotes the Harmonic series and where we used the fact that log(k) < H k < log(k) + 1 to obtain the last equality. As an example, for ǫ ≥ exp(−k α ) and ǫ ≥ exp(−αk), 0 < α < 1, the complexity result given in (21) reduces toÕ(mk α ) and O(mk), respectively. Thus, Stochastic-Greedy++ incurs at most a factor O(log k) higher complexity than Stochastic-Greedy. As we show in the reminder of the section, this relatively small increase in complexity is sufficient to ensure a necessary condition for identifying S ⋆ .
Theoretical Analysis
It is worth noting that one can easily show Stochastic-Greedy++ satisfies the same expected worse case approximation factor as Stochastic-Greedy (see (5) ); this is due to the fact that Stochastic-Greedy++ evaluates at least as many marginal gains as Stochastic-Greedy. The question is whether Stochastic-Greedy++ can identify the optimal solution to P(m, k) as m, k → ∞.
To answer the above question, one needs to establish a sufficient condition for the exact identification of S ⋆ or equivalently a lower bound on the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy++. Adapting the notation defined and used in Lemma 1 by simply changing the subscript sg to sg++ , we have that Pr S (k)
Therefore, it suffices to derive nontrivial lowerbounds on k−1 i=0 p (i) 
with high probability. In Section 5, we show precisely such a condition for the problem of sparse support selection. However, in this section we establish a preliminary general result in Theorem 2 which provides a lower bound on k−1 i=0 p
Theorem 2. Suppose the optimal solution of (2) is unique. Let r i = min( m k−i log 1 ǫ , m), for all i = 0, . . . , k − 1. Then,
Proof. First note that since r i = m for all i ≥ k − log 1 ǫ , it follows that p (i) sg++ = 1. Let us first consider the setting of sampling with replacement. It holds that
Finally, to obtain (24) we apply Lemma 2.
Next, we consider the setting of sampling without replacement. For every i < k − log 1 ǫ ,
where (a) is obtained by using the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means, and (b) is due to the fact that (1 + x) y ≤ e xy for any real number y ≥ 1. Therefore, just as in the case of sampling with replacement, (24) holds.
To understand the implications of the established lowerbound in (24), consider a scenario where ǫ ≤ 1 k α for some α > 1. In this case, as m, k → ∞, it follows that the lower bound in (24) approaches 1. Note that as we argued in Section 3, for this specific value of ǫ, Since we established a lowerbound on k−1 i=0 p (i) sg++ in (24), it just remains to derive a nontrivial lowerbound on q (i) sg++ in order to show existence of a sufficient condition for the exact identification of S ⋆ and establish a lowerbound on the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy++. We use the idea presented by (23) and the foregoing discussion in Section 5 to provide a lowerbound on success probability for the problem of sparse support selection.
Exact Sparse Support Selection with Sublinear Complexity
We start this section by a brief overview of a key instance of (2), in particular, the problem of sparse support selection. Then we show that Stochastic-Greedy++ achieves the information-theoretic lower bound on the minimum number of measurements needed for exact identification of S ⋆ with onlyÕ(m) function evaluations; to our knowledge, this is the first algorithm achieving the bound with sublinear complexity.
Sparse Support Selection
An important instance of maximizing weak submodular f (·) in (2) is the problem of sparse reconstruction, i.e., the sparse support selection problem where the goal is to reconstruct a sparse vector from a relatively small number of its linear measurements. This task is encountered in many practical scenarios in machine learning and signal processing including sparse linear regression [41] , compressed sensing [42] , image processing [43] , subspace clustering [44] , and column subset selection [45] . In sparse support selection, we are given a linear measurement model
where x ∈ R m is a k-sparse unknown vector, i.e., a vector with at most k non-zero components, y ∈ R n denotes the vector of measurements, A ∈ R n×m is the coefficient matrix assumed to be full rank, and ν ∈ R n denotes the additive measurement noise vector. For simplicity, we consider the case ν = 0 and A ∼ N 0, 1 n . The search for a sparse approximation to x leads to the NP-hard cardinality-constrained least-squares problem minimize
To see why (28) is an instance of (2), note that for a fixed subset S ⊂ [m] where |S| ≤ n, we can find an approximation to x via the least-squares solution
Finding the optimal k-sparse vector x ⋆ is equivalent to identifying the support of x ⋆ , i.e., determining the set of nonzero entries of x ⋆ which we denote by S ⋆ . More formally, one can reformulate the problem as
where P(S) = A S A † S is the projection operator onto the subspace spanned by the columns of A S . Since y 2 2 = y − P(S)y 2 2 + P(S)y 2 2 , (29) can equivalently be written as
where g(S) := P(S)y 2 2 is a normalized, monotone, and weak submodular set function [9] . It is worth noting that since A is full rank, it can be shown (30) has a unique solution.
The greedy selection scheme for solving (30) is known as Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) in the signal processing community [46] . Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [47] is another well-known greedy algorithm for solving the same task and can be thought of as an efficient approximation of OLS. In particular, OLS uses the exact marginals of g given by g j (S) = 1 a j 2 − P(S)a j 2 y ⊤ (I n − P(S)) a j ,
while OMP performs greedy selection according to approximate marginal gains of g of the form g j (S) = 1 a j 2 y ⊤ (I n − P(S)) a j .
For the considered setting of A ∼ N 0, 1 n , the performance of OMP and OLS is nearly identical since both a j 2 and a j 2 − P(S)a j 2 are highly concentrated around 1 [48] . Therefore, for simplicity of the subsequent theoretical analysis we label OMP as Greedy in this paper, although our results readily encompass the case of sparse support selection via OLS.
Sparse Support Selection via Stochastic-Greedy++
In this section, we apply the proposed Stochastic-Greedy++ algorithm to the problem of sparse support selection. As we demonstrated in Section 4, k−1 i=0 p (i) sg++ is asymptotically 1 for a suitably chosen ǫ. Therefore, in order to establish Pr S (k) sg++ = S ⋆ is asymptotically one for large-scale problems, it suffices to establish a lowerbound on k−1 i=0 q (i) sg++ which also goes to one. In order to do so, in Theorem 3, we show the sufficient condition defined in (23) holds with high probability.
Theorem 3. Let x ∈ R m be an arbitrary sparse vector with k < m non-zero entries and let A ∈ R n×m denote a random matrix with entries drawn independently from N (0, 1/n). Given noiseless measurements y = Ax, it holds that Stochastic-Greedy++ with parameter e −k ≤ ǫ ≤ e − k m finds a solution that satisfies Pr S (k)
and k−1 i=0 q (i) sg++ ≥q 1q2 with
, and
for any 0 < γ < 1 and δ > 0.
Proof. See Appendix B.
Using the result of Theorem 3, one can expilicitly show that Stochastic-Greedy++ successfully recovers k-sparse x if the number of measurements is linear in k (sparsity) and logarithmic in m k , achieving the optimal sample complexity proven by Candes and Tao [18] . To this end, in Corollary 3.1 below we establish a weaker interpretable condition for exact identification of S ⋆ with high probability.
Corollary 3.1. Let x ∈ R m be an arbitrary sparse vector with k √ k < m non-zero entries and let A ∈ R n×m denote a random matrix with entries drawn independently from N (0, 1/n). Moreover, assume that
where 0 < β < 1, and C 1 and C 2 are positive constants independent of β, n, m, and k. Given noiseless measurements y = Ax, Stochastic-Greedy++ with ǫ < β k can exactly identify the optimal support subset S ⋆ with a probability of success exceeding 1 − 2β.
Proof. We start by taking a closer look toq 1 . We may boundq 1 using the inequality (1 − x) l ≥ 1 − lx, valid for x ≤ 1 and l ≥ 1 according tõ
Since our goal is to show (36) holds, comparingq 1 andq 2 we can concludeq 1 can be easily excluded from our numerical approximations as the exponent inq 1 increases linearly with n while exponent inq 2 increases fairly more slowly. Alternatively, we can multiplyq 1 andq 2 , and by discarding positive higher order terms achieve the same conclusion. Now, lets turn our attention towards the lowerbound on k−1 i=0 p (i) sg++ . Although in Theorem 2 we presented a relatively tight bound, the proof of Theorem 2 reveals a simpler lowerbound
Next, we find a simple lowerbound onq 2 . Assume, (1 − k n − δ) 2 ≥ 1 − c for some c > 0. Then, it holds that n ≥ C 2 k, where
Let
Now, since (1 − β) 2 ≥ 1 − 2β, in order to establish Pr S (k)
Therefore, the condition on ǫ, i.e., ǫ < δ k , and (36) emerge by rearranging the above inequalities.
Corollary 3.1 demonstrates that it is possible to achieve the optimal sample complexity for the task of sparse support selection with O(m log 2 k) =Õ(m) function evaluations for any sparse vector. That is, by employing Stochastic-Greedy++, we obtain the first algorithm with the ability to identify the optimal solution of sparse support selection problem with onlỹ O(m) computational complexity. We note that Greedy achieves the same order of sample complexity while incurring O(mk) function evaluations. On the other hand, by imposing the constraint on ǫ specified in Corollary 3.1, Stochastic-Greedy fails to exactly identify the optimal subset with high probability for large-scale problems and requires O(m log k) =Õ(m) function evaluations.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, motivated by the fact that Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy enjoy nearly equivalent approximation factors in finding the optimal subset of a monotone weak submodular maximization subject to cardinality constraint, we studied conditions for the exact identification of the optimal subset. We characterized the probability of success of Stochastic-Greedy and showed it can be thought of as being product of two terms, one characterizing the likelihood that the search space of Stochastic-Greedy encompasses at least a new element of the optimal subset in every iteration, while the second term determines the chance of selecting one true element given nonempty intersection of search space and the optimal subset. We proved as the size of the cardinality constraint and the size of the ground set increases, Stochastic-Greedy fails to successfully identify the optimal subset with overwhelming probability. We argued the reason for this issue stems from the fact that Stochastic-Greedy keeps the size of the search space fixed throughout all iterations; therefore, the chance that search space and optimal subset intersect decreases as Stochastic-Greedy proceeds with identifying new elements to select.
The cause of failure of Stochastic-Greedy motivated us to develop a new algorithm, referred to as Stochastic-Greedy++, which progressively increases the size of the search space throughout the iterative process evolves. Due to increasing search spaces, Stochastic-Greedy++ requires O(m log(k) log 1 ǫ ) function evaluations, as opposed to O(m log 1 ǫ ) complexity of Stochastic-Greedy. However, as we argued, Stochastic-Greedy++ can employ relatively larger ǫ compared to Stochastic-Greedy and still be able to enjoy overwhelmingly high probability of success. In fact, we demonstrated while Stochastic-Greedy fails with high probability to find the optimal subset with O(mk α ), 0 < α < 1, Stochastic-Greedy++ can exactly identify the optimal subset with O(m log 2 k) for the problem of sparse support selection.
Finally, we considered the task of sparse support selection, an important class of monotone weak submodular optimization problems where we adapted Stochastic-Greedy++ to design the first algorithm that is able to excatly identify the optimal subset by achieving the information theoretic optimal sample complexity of O(k log m k ) with only O(m log 2 k) function evaluations. Our established framework gives rise to certain interesting open problems, both in the area of weak submodular maximization and sparse support selection.
We believe the proposed analysis can be employed to study exact identification conditions of Stochastic-Greedy++ in other classes of weak submodular maximization problems, beyond the sparse support selection task that we considered in this paper. For instance, exact identification conditions of Greedy for the task of observation selection are recently considered by Sharma et al. [49] . Utilizing our framework, similar results can be established for Stochastic-Greedy++.
Secondly, we demonstrated, diverging with previously held opinion,Õ(m) function evaluations sufficies to attain the optimal sampling complexity for the task of sparse support selection. It remains an important question to show whetherÕ(m) is the minimum number of function evaluations required for attaining the lowerbound on sampling complexity.
Finally, as we argued, the intersection of search space of Stochastic-Greedy++ and new elements from the optimal subset is nonempty with high probability for all iterations. Since Greedy considers all the elements of the ground set in each iteration, the intersection of search space of Greedy and new elements from the optimal subset is always nonempty. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask whether C P g = C P sg++ where C P g and C P sg++ denote the set of conditions under which Greedy and Stochastic-Greedy++ exactly identify the optimal subset of a given weak submodular optimization problem P, respectively. Indeed, as we showed in this paper, C P g = C P sg++ holds for the problem of sparse support selection. However, arguing about general weak submodular optimization problems remains an interesting open problem.
Appendices

A Proof of Lemma 2
. At x = 0, both f (x) and f ′ (x) are zero. If f ′ (x) = 0 for any other x in the interval, for such x we have
Therefore, for such x
B Proof of Theorem 3
We first state four lemmas that are used in the proof of the theorem. Lemma 3 (Lemma 3.1 in [48] ) states that the Euclidean norm of a normally distributed vector is concentrated around its expected value. Lemma 3. Let a ∈ R n be a vector consisting of entries that are drawn independently from N (0, 1/n). Then it holds that E[ a 2 2 ] = 1. Furthermore, one can show that
where c 0 (γ) = γ 2 4 − γ 3 6 for 0 < γ < 1. Lemma 4 (Corollary 2.4.5 in [50] ) states inequalities between the maximum and minimum singular values of a matrix and its submatrices.
Lemma 4. Let C be a full rank tall matrix and let A be a submatrix of C. Then
Lemma 5 from [51] establishes a probabilistic bound on the smallest singular value of a normally distributed matrix.
Lemma 5. Let A ∈ R n×k denote a tall matrix whose entries are drawn independently from N (0, 1/n). Then for any δ > 0 it holds that
Lemma 6 (Proposition 4 in [2] ) establishes an upper bound on the inner product of two independent random vectors. Lemma 6. Let a ∈ R n denote a vector with entries that are drawn independently from N (0, 1/n). Let u ∈ R n be a random vector such that u 2 = 1 and let u and a be statistically independent. Then for δ > 0 it holds
We are now ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem 3. Let r i := (I n − P(S (i) sg++ ))y be the residual vector in the i th iteration of Stochastic-Greedy++. Note that if in the previous iterations Stochastic-Greedy++ selected columns of A with indices from S ⋆ , the selected columns are orthogonal to r i .
To prove the stated result it is sufficient to establish a lower bound on the probability of (23). Since the marginal gains for sparse support selection are given by (32) , it is straightforward to see that ρ(r i ) := max j∈R (i)
is a sufficient condition for successful identification of an element from R (i) sg++ ∩ (S ⋆ \S (i) sg++ ). Our goal in this theorem is to prove that with high probability ρ(r i ) < 1 in each iteration i. This in turn will establish a lower bound on q (i) sg++ , i = 0, . . . , k − 1. To this end, following Tropp and Gilbert [2] we employ an induction technique to show that ρ(r i ) < 1 if R (i) sg++ ∩ (S ⋆ \S (i) sg++ ) = ∅ and S (i) sg++ ⊆ S ⋆ (see the discussion following Theorem 2). Since computing ρ(r i ) appears challenging, to establish the desired results we show that a judicious upper bound on ρ(r i ) is with overwhelming probability smaller than 1. In particular, note that one may upper bound ρ(r i ) as
Let Z 1 denote the event that max j∈[m] a j 2 min j∈[m] a j 2
for some γ ∈ (0, 1). Then, from Lemma 3 it follows that
In other words, since a j 2 's are highly concentrated around one, one can approximate (47) by disregarding the second factor on the right-hand side. Additionally, let Z 2 denote the event that σ min (A S ⋆ ) ≥ 1 − k n − δ for some δ > 0. Then, from Lemma 5 we have Pr(Z 2 ) ≥ 1 − exp(−δ 2 n 2 ).
Therefore, by conditioning
Note that occurrence of Z 1 and Z 2 in the i = 0 iteration implies Z 1 and Z 1 occur throughout the algorithm. Thus, Z 1 and Z 2 are in a sense global events. Note that Pr(Z 1 ∩ Z 2 ) can be bounded according to
Pr(Z 1 ∩ Z 2 ) = Pr(Z 1 ) + Pr(Z 2 ) − Pr(Z 1 ∪ Z 2 ), ≥ Pr(Z 1 ) + Pr(Z 2 ) − 1,
Now, note that max j∈R (i) sg++ ∩(S ⋆ \S (i) sg++ ) |a ⊤ j r i | can alternatively be written as an ℓ ∞ -norm of its argument. Furthermore, since |R (i) sg++ ∩ (S ⋆ \S (i) sg++ )| ≤ |S ⋆ | ≤ k, there are at most k inner products |a ⊤ j r i | to consider (i.e., 1 ≤ j ≤ k). Finally, since for a k-dimensional vector a holds that √ k a ∞ ≥ a 2 , by conditioning on Z 1 ∩ Z 2 we have
where c 1 (γ) = 1−γ 1+γ andr i = r i / A ⊤ R (i) sg++ ∩(S ⋆ \S (i) sg++ ) r i 2 . Note thatr i is introduced in part to help us apply the concentration results established by Lemma 6. Since A R (i)
is a submatrix of A S ⋆ , by conditioning on Z 1 ∩ Z 2 , properties of singular values, and Lemma 4 we obtain
By definingr i = σ min (A S ⋆ )r i , r i 2 = 1, conditioning on Z 1 ∩ Z 2 (53) can be written as is a sufficient condition for successful identification of an element from R 
:=q 
